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Introduction - Helyn Corcos, Vice President Investor Relations 
Good afternoon and thank you for joining our call to discuss our security and information 
management separation announcement. 
 
As most of you have seen by now, this afternoon we’ve announced that we are pursuing a tax 
free separation of our Information Management business. 
 
With me on the call are Michael Brown, Symantec’s President and CEO and Thomas Seifert, EVP 
and CFO. After our prepared remarks, we’ll be happy to take your questions. 
 
We have a presentation for today’s announcement on the investor relations website where a 
replay of this call will also be available. 
 
All references to financial metrics are GAAP and growth rates are stated in constant currency, 
unless otherwise noted. 
 
Today’s call contains forward-looking statements based on the environment as we currently see 
it. Those statements are based on current beliefs, assumptions and expectations, speak only as 
of the current date and, as such, involve risks and uncertainties that may cause actual results to 
differ materially from our current expectations. Please refer to the cautionary statement in our 
press release for more information. You will also find a detailed discussion about our risk 
factors in our filings with the SEC and, in particular, in our annual report on Form 10-K for the 
year ended March 28, 2014. 
 
And with that, I will now turn it over to Mike. 

 
Michael Brown, President and CEO 
Thank you, Helyn. Good afternoon, everyone. 
 
When the board announced my appointment as CEO in late September, we promised to talk 
about our strategy within 30 days. Today, we are announcing a separation of Symantec’s 
businesses that will create two distinct industry-leading technology companies: one focused on 
security; and the other on information management. Symantec will focus on security. We will 
spinoff the Information Management business to create a new publicly traded company, which 
we will name at a later date.  
 
Strategic Rationale 
This separation marks the culmination of a detailed and comprehensive business review by the 
management team and the Board and complements the five priorities. Winning in both security 
and information management requires distinct strategies and dedicated investments, along 
with different core competencies and a focus on the unique needs of each customer base. We 
are confident this transaction will unlock significant shareholder value over time.  
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The pace of innovation in both the security and information management markets has 
dramatically accelerated. We believe two standalone companies would better address the 
rapidly growing innovation opportunities in each of these dynamic markets.  
 
In security, the frequency, complexity, and impact of threats have markedly increased. 
Customers require real-time intelligence at a global scale, instantly translated into proactive 
protection for each organization and user. 
 
In information management, data continues to grow at an exponential rate, and managing it is 
becoming more complex. Customers require cost-effective, resilient and reliable management 
of their information. 
 
The problems we are addressing, the way we are solving them, and the buying preferences of 
our customers are different for these two markets. The go-to-market synergies are limited as 
enterprises have different buyers for security and information management products as well as 
different underlying technology needs.  
 
Specifically, a separation will allow each company to: 
 
1. Focus on its unique growth opportunities and tailor its R&D investments and go-to-market 

capabilities. 
2. Reduce operational complexity by streamlining processes, simplifying each organization, 

and making it easier to do business with customers. 
3. Enhance strategic flexibility by realigning efforts toward distinct opportunities for growth 

and margin expansion as well as set capital allocation policies, M&A and partnership 
strategies that align to the specific needs of each company.  

 
For customers, the separation will provide more focused support, quicker response times, and 
faster time-to-market driving a better user experience. For partners, we expect this separation 
to simplify doing business with Symantec. For employees, increased focus and reduced 
complexity will keep them motivated and energized, empowering them to direct their efforts 
more effectively and have higher impact on the success of each business. 
 
We are confident that each business has substantial operational and financial scale to grow and 
deliver shareholder value. 
 
With that, I’d like to address the opportunities in both of these markets and our strategy for 
each of the two businesses in more detail. 
 
Security Business Opportunity 
Our opportunity to capture a significant share of the overall security market is enormous. Our 
security businesses compete in markets that were $23 billion in 2013 expanding to $38 billion in 
2018 with a projected compounded annual growth rate, or CAGR, of 10%.  Since the security 
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market is still very fragmented and changing rapidly, it is ripe with opportunity for continued 
innovation.  
  
Cyber attacks are more persistent and relentless than before. The frequency, complexity, 
sophistication, and impact of threats have increased dramatically, and the need for unified and 
intelligent security solutions is greater than ever. Over the last year, there’s been a 91% 
increase in targeted attacks, each lasting on average nearly three times longer. 38% of mobile 
users have become victims of cybercrime. Hackers have exposed 552 million identities. While 
we see the increase in high profile attacks with large organizations, more than half of these are 
targeting organizations with fewer than 2,500 employees.  
 
Few organizations can maintain in-house expertise to rival the increasingly sophisticated 
attackers who are more organized, skilled and patient than ever. Many of these customers 
would prefer to buy security as a service rather than as a product, demonstrating increased 
demand for remediation services in addition to detection.   
 
Our most important competitive advantage is that we operate the world’s largest civilian 
cyberintelligence network. We have a global installed base of one billion systems, 42 million 
attack sensors in 157 countries, and over 4 trillion threat indicators which we update at the rate 
of 200,000 new threats per second. More than 500 security analysts in 14 operations centers 
globally deliver real-time intelligence from an incredibly diverse data set via our products and 
services to protect our customers. Our vision is to leverage our intelligence network in setting a 
new standard to help people and their organizations protect their information – be it their data, 
identities or transactions.   
 
Unified Security Strategy 
Our unified security strategy is to apply big data driven intelligence to the task of preventing, 
detecting and remediating attacks faster and better than ever before. We will create the 
industry standard for comprehensive information protection, not just through our simplified 
and integrated portfolio, but also through developing a third party ecosystem, augmented by 
the best-in-class services capabilities. Our unified security strategy has three primary elements:   
 
1. Deliver a unified security platform that integrates threat information from our Symantec 

products and Norton endpoints to generate more intelligence and telemetry, and integrate 
this threat information in a big data platform for superior threat analysis. 

2. Grow our cybersecurity service capabilities across managed security, incident response, 
threat adversary intelligence and simulation-based training for security professionals. This is 
an enormous growth opportunity as managed security services is projected to be a $10 
billion market by 2018 growing at a 30% CAGR from 2013 to 2018. 

3. Simplify and integrate our security product portfolio by consolidating our Norton products 
to one offering and by extending our ATP and DLP capabilities into more of our products to 
maximize protection in each of our enterprise access points: endpoint, mail, web and server 
gateways. The first offering in this series will be an ATP threat defense gateway that we 
expect to introduce by the end of this fiscal year.   
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Symantec delivers superior products and has an unparalleled global customer footprint. By 
enabling these products to work together better and leveraging the largest threat intelligence 
network, we will capitalize on the growth opportunities in the security market and deliver 
enhanced value for customers and shareholders.  
 
Information Management Business Opportunity  
We also see tremendous opportunity in our information management businesses where we 
compete in markets that were $11 billion in 2013 expanding to $16 billion with a projected 
CAGR of 7% from 2013 to 2018.  
 
Across industries, emerging technologies and market trends such as mobile, virtualization, 
hybrid clouds and now the Internet of Things are driving exponential data growth. 
Organizations are collecting, retaining and analyzing this vast amount of information to more 
effectively use and manage it as well as derive improved business intelligence. Various 
approaches such as adding more storage, virtualizing workloads, and adopting cloud solutions 
lead to increased information fragmentation. Finding the right information to solve business 
challenges is getting more complex, not easier.   
 
We understand our customers’ information across its entire lifecycle - primary storage, backup, 
archiving, and eDiscovery. We have a global installed base of 75% of the Fortune 500 using our 
availability solutions, and we have #1 share in backup. We are uniquely positioned to help 
organizations get in control of their information. Our vision is to help organizations harness the 
power of their information when they need it, wherever they need it, wherever it resides.    
 
Information Management Strategy 
Our information management strategy will do three things to realize this vision: 
 
1. Innovate across our best-in-class portfolio of solutions to provide resilient, reliable 

foundational products for our customers’ information management strategy. This will allow 
us to deliver capabilities to our customers however they want to buy, whether it’s on 
premise software, integrated appliances or in the cloud. For instance, our recently 
announced NetBackup 5330 Integrated Appliance doubles the capacity and performance of 
our industry leading appliance family.  

2. Deliver solutions that dramatically reduce the Total Cost of Ownership of storing, managing, 
and deriving insights and business value from information and in the process help 
customers reduce the unmanaged proliferation of redundant and unused data. For 
example, we will be delivering new integration with cloud providers that enable customers 
to help manage data across public and private clouds, such as cloud connectors for 
NetBackup and Recovery-as-a-Service (RaaS) for Azure Cloud. 

3. Enable visibility, management, and control across an organization’s entire information 
landscape through an intelligent information fabric layer that integrates with our portfolio 
and third-party ecosystems. Next year, this capability will allow customers to view a map of 
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their information, including Personally Identifiable Information (PII), to reduce the risk that 
their confidential and sensitive information is compromised. 
 

We are confident that a focused information management business will deliver enhanced value 
for customers and investors. 
 
Organization 
Now I’d like to discuss our leadership. 
 
I will be the CEO of Symantec and Thomas will serve as its CFO. John Gannon will be general 
manager of the new information management business and Don Rath will be its acting CFO. 
Both will serve in these roles as we complete the separation of the information management 
business. We expect the transaction to close by the end of December 2015. 
 
John served as President and COO of Quantum. Prior to that, he led HP’s commercial PC 
business and was a key leader in HP’s storage business. Don served as our interim CFO from 
December 2013 to March 2014. He joined Symantec in August 2012 and previously held senior 
tax and finance roles with Synopsys, Chiron and Veritas. 
 
I could not be more pleased to be working with John and Don, and am confident that we have 
the right team in place to execute our information management strategy. 
 
Conclusion 
 
I’d also like to share how I see our strategy announcement fitting with our previously 
announced five priorities. We believe our strategy complements these priorities. We will 
continue to manage our two businesses with these five priorities in mind:  portfolio 
management; shifting R&D investments into high-growth opportunities; our eight initiatives: 
four to improve revenue and four to drive efficiencies; adding talent to our executive team; and 
returning free cash flow to shareholders.  
 
In conclusion, we are confident we can complete this separation with minimal disruption to our 
customers, and we are optimistic that these businesses will create more shareholder value as 
standalone businesses. 
 
Now, Thomas will provide a financial overview of both the security and information 
management businesses as well as details on the transaction. 
 
Thomas Seifert, EVP and CFO 
Thanks Mike and good afternoon. 
 
We are confident that separating into two companies, one a leader in security and the other in 
information management, will create two powerful industry leaders with very compelling 
financial profiles. 
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Our combined consumer and enterprise security business had revenue of $4.2 billion and 
operating margin of 30% in fiscal year 2014, excluding reconciling items. The Security business 
will include: consumer and enterprise endpoint security; endpoint management; encryption; 
mobile; Secure Socket Layer (“SSL”) Certificates; user authentication; mail, web and data center 
security; data loss prevention; hosted security; and managed security services. 
 
The business has leading market share in endpoint protection and data loss prevention, which 
combined, comprised 64% of security revenue in fiscal year 2014. Our Managed Security 
Services and Mobile products are also key areas of future growth, with revenue from mobile 
products growing at 76% year-over-year in fiscal 2014. 
  
In fiscal year 2014, our information management business had revenue of $2.5 billion and 
operating margin of 23%, excluding reconciling items. The Information Management business 
will include: backup and recovery; archiving; eDiscovery; storage management; and information 
availability solutions. 
 
The business has leading market share in enterprise backup and storage management products. 
Our NetBackup appliance product had 36% market share according to IDC and grew 27% year-
over-year in fiscal year 2014, outpacing the market. 
 
Transaction Details 
We plan to make a tax-free distribution to Symantec shareholders of 100% of the information 
management business in a new, publicly traded stock. 
 
We have already embarked on a path to separate these two businesses. Our teams are working 
hard to complete the separation work. We are taking series of steps to complete the 
transaction, including setting up the right capital and organizational structures, completing the 
operating and transition service agreements between the two entities, preparing standalone 
financial statements and audits, and moving through the SEC review process. We expect to 
complete this work and execute the transaction by the end of December 2015, subject to 
market, regulatory, and other conditions. We will keep you updated on our progress. 
  
We expect to incur separation and restructuring charges through the completion of the 
transaction as we work to separate the two businesses. We expect that the cost savings we 
realize through this separation will help offset the dis-synergies associated with creating two 
independent companies. The separation will accelerate our ability to expand operating margin 
through our eight growth and efficiency initiatives. We will provide you with more detailed 
estimates of these benefits and costs as we go forward. 
  
We plan to use our strong balance sheet to ensure each business is well-capitalized, and we 
expect our security business to retain its investment grade status. We remain committed to 
returning cash to shareholders in the form of dividends and buybacks through the date of the 
separation. Until we separate, our capital allocation policy remains in effect. 
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While today's announcement is about the separation, our second fiscal quarter ended on 
October 3rd. We are reiterating the second quarter guidance as stated during our August 
earnings call. We will provide more details about the quarter during our November 5th earnings 
call. 
  
In closing, the accelerating pace of change in the security and information management 
marketplaces is expanding our opportunity set. We believe greater focus, reduced operational 
complexity, and strategic flexibility will allow these two companies to maximize shareholder 
value. 
  
And with that, I’ll turn it over to Helyn to begin taking your questions. 
 
Helyn Corcos for Q&A 
Thanks Thomas.  
 
Operator will you please begin polling for questions.  

 
Operator, we are ready for the first question. 
 
Thank you 
 
Please direct all questions to investor relations at 650-527-5523. 
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